The spring filling family night with Wayo at
Pegasus Reef Hotel
Wayo family night, the most anticipated musical night of the year was held in Pegasus Reef
Hotel Wattala on Saturday, 06th May 2017, letting its beloved clientele to have the chance to
witness an amazing evening, filled with glamour, romance, excitement and boundless
entertainment.
The popular singer and the well-known Sangeeth Wijesuriya’s acoustic band joined with the
Pegasus Reef Hotel this time and the event was an overwhelming success, with everyone
present enjoying it to the utmost. All in all, it was a truly colorful and enjoyable event, which
will no doubt linger in memories throughout the year.
Like a comet that burns far too brightly to last, Wayo exploded onto the music scene recently and
almost overnight, became the most popular band. The unmistakable voices, filled with raw
emotions and tinged with comfort, made them must-see headliners in Sri Lankan music field.
The doors were opened from 7.30 pm and it took split seconds to fill up the tables. Then the
gastronomical journey started with wide spread of Buffett. It was delighted to see that the crowd
was entertaining both food and music.
As always it was solid entertainment for the entire family, Wayo family night at Pegasus
featured top retro segment where Sri Lankan flavor added to the show with some well loved
Sinhala songs including “Api Kavuruda”, “ Api sanasille” and as well as a good entertainment
for typical Sri Lankans who love Sangeeth’s solo singing too.
The dancers in their glam gold figure hugging outfits really brightened up the stage and gave an
astounding start off to the entertaining evening. The repertoire was of different genres. From one
item to the next nobody knew what to expect. The dance troupe brought color and energy to the
event with their various costumes to suit the songs amidst loud applause.
The Hotel staff was very courteous with all their customers, giving their lavish service and
support to the entire crowd.
A diverse repertoire… the audience was very receptive and interacted well. No doubt it was a
very entertaining evening!

